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Abstract

High-dimensional quantum key distribution (QKD) offers secure communication, with secure key rates that
surpass those achievable by QKD protocols utilizing two-dimensional encoding. However, existing high-dimensional
QKD protocols require additional experimental resources, such as multiport interferometers and multiple detectors,
thus raising the cost of practical high-dimensional systems and limiting their use. Here, we present and analyze
a novel protocol for arbitrary-dimensional QKD, that requires only the hardware of a standard two-dimensional
system. We provide security proofs against individual attacks and coherent attacks, setting an upper and lower
bound on the secure key rates. Then, we test the new high-dimensional protocol in a standard two-dimensional
QKD system over a 40 km fiber link. The new protocol yields a two-fold enhancement of the secure key
rate compared to the standard two-dimensional coherent one-way protocol, without introducing any hardware
modifications to the system. This work, therefore, holds great potential to enhance the performance of already
deployed time-bin QKD systems through a software update alone. Furthermore, its applications extend across
different encoding schemes of QKD qudits.

1 Introduction

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is an advanced tech-
nology that provides ultimate secure communication by
exploiting quantum states of light as information carri-
ers over communication channels [1–5]. In the early QKD
protocols, each bit of the key was encoded using a quan-
tum state belonging to a two-dimensional Hilbert space
[6, 7]. High-dimensional QKD protocols were introduced
more recently, based on preparing a set of states belong-
ing to a high-dimensional Hilbert space, called qudits [8–
13]. The higher information capacity of qudits allows a
higher secure key rate and improves the robustness to
noise, leading to higher threshold values of the quantum
bit error rate (QBER) [14, 15].

Time-bin encoding of weak coherent laser pulses is
the most popular technique for implementing QKD over
single-mode fibers [16–19]. Recent proposals and demon-
strations of high-dimensional temporal encoding showed
a significant key rate improvement [20–28]. In particular,
a record-breaking key rate of 26.2 Mbit/s was achieved
with a four-dimensional time-bin protocol that is robust
against the most general (coherent) attacks [20]. Fur-
thermore, high-dimensional time-bin encoding was suc-
cessfully demonstrated in entanglement-based QKD sys-
tems over free-space [29], and fiber links [30–32].

Implementation of high-dimensional QKD protocols in

commercial systems is still held back since present high-
dimensional schemes require significantly more complex
experimental resources, relative to the cost-effective two-
dimensional systems [33]. The large experimental over-
head results from the fact that high-dimensional encod-
ing not only increases the channel capacity but also in-
creases the amount of information that Eve can extract.
Most QKD protocols limit the amount of information ac-
cessible to Eve by projecting the quantum states at the
receiver’s end on unbiased bases. While the projection
in two-dimensional schemes is usually implemented with
a single interferometer followed by a single photon de-
tector (SPD), to fully exploit the potential capacity of
d-dimensional schemes, O(d) imbalanced interferometers
and O(d) SPDs [20–22] are required. Thus, to date, all
high-dimensional QKD systems implementations require
complex and expensive systems that are impractical for
commercial applications.

In this work, we present a different approach for high-
dimensional QKD with time-bin encoding, which can
be implemented using a standard commercial QKD sys-
tem without any hardware modifications. Instead, we
show that the eavesdropper’s information (Eve) can be
bounded by simply randomizing the time-bins order of
the qudits sent by the transmitter (Alice). Our approach
is particularly relevant for systems in the detector satu-
ration regime, where the secure key rate is limited by the
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number of photons that can be detected by the receiver.
The detector saturation regime is the common regime
among deployed systems [32].

We further analyze the expected secure key rate. We
introduce two security analyses against two standard
types of attacks; individual attacks, where the Eaves-
dropper is limited to interact with each time-bin sepa-
rately and independently, and coherent attacks, which is
the most powerful class of attacks. The analysis of in-
dividual attacks provides an upper bound for the secure
key rate, assuming a realistic attack with currently avail-
able technologies. While analyses for two-dimensional
QKD protocols have been introduced by Devetak–Winter
bound [34, 35], the generalization of the analytical meth-
ods for high-dimensional protocols is elusive due to the
challenge of diagonalization of the density matrices repre-
senting the states. In our analysis, we solve this issue by
choosing the natural basis that divides the state’s space
into orthogonal subspaces. By that, we extract an ana-
lytical formula for the secure key rate upper bound. The
secure key rate lower bound is obtained by generalizing
the analysis in [36] which employs a numerical method
to provide optimized key rates for two-dimensional sys-
tems, to higher dimensions. The complete open-source
package used in this work is available online [37].

We experimentally demonstrate a 32-dimensional pro-
tocol over a 40 km long fiber using a standard coher-
ent one-way (COW) QKD system that requires only two
single-photon detectors and one interferometer at the re-
ceiver end. We show that our new high-dimensional pro-
tocol yields a two-fold increase in the asymptotically se-
cure key rate for individual attacks, compared to the
two-dimensional COW protocol, using the exact same
experimental setup.

2 Protocol Scheme

Traditionally, high-dimensional quantum key distribu-
tion protocols have relied on the utilization of multiple
optical modes to encode quantum states belonging to a
set of two mutually unbiased bases [8, 9]. By measuring
the error rates associated with these bases, the extent
of information that Eve might possess can be limited,
as her actions must maintain the measured error rates.
To measure the error rates in the two mutually unbiased
bases, Bob typically employs a multi-port interferome-
ter, often employing a discrete Fourier transform (DFT),
followed by multiple single-photon detectors.

In our proposed protocol, we impose limitations on
the information accessible to Eve by evaluating the er-
ror rate associated with a basis defined by a set of mul-
tiple modes, together with the visibility of interference
between their nearest neighbors, as depicted in Figure 1.
The visibility measurements are conveniently obtained
by employing a two-port Hadamard (H) transformation.
To further restrict Eve’s potential access to information,

Alice randomizes the ordering of the modes using a per-
mutation σ. Consequently, any transformation applied
by Eve must preserve the relative phase between these
modes. Although these constraints on Eve’s actions may
not be as strong as the DFT measurement, they suffice,
as we show below, to limit Eve’s potential knowledge.

Importantly, the key features of the described protocol
do not depend on the specific set of optical modes nor
on the particular photonic degrees of freedom that are
used for encoding the qudits. Moreover, they are equally
applicable for implementations based on weak coherent
pulses, single-photon states, or entangled photon pairs.
In this work, we focus on analyzing the new protocol
using time-bin encoding with weak coherent pulses, in a
configuration that generalizes the widely used coherent
one-way (COW) protocol.

Figure 1: Protocol scheme with arbitrary modes.
Alice encodes three 4-dimensional qudits, represented
here using 12 dual-rail optical modes, and applies a secret
random permutation (σ). Bob is restricted to measur-
ing the photon occupation in each mode and applying a
Hadamard (H) transformation. Importantly, since Bob
does not use a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) mea-
surement, he can use a standard two-dimensional system
with a two-port interferometer. Eve attacks the quantum
channel by applying a nonlocal unitary transformation
U . The transformation U operates on a Hilbert space
containing the encoded qudits space and an arbitrary-
dimension ancilla qudits space, while σ, H, and DFT
operate on the optical modes space.
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2.1 High-dimensional coherent one-way
protocol

In COW protocol the bit string is encoded by the time
of arrival of weak coherent laser pulses, and the channel
disturbance is monitored by measuring the visibility of
the interference between neighboring pulses [38]. That
is, bits 0 and 1 are sent using |α⟩|0⟩ and |0⟩|α⟩, respec-
tively, where |0⟩ is the vacuum state and |α⟩ is a coherent
state. The receiver (Bob) simply recovers the bit value by
measuring the arrival time of the laser pulse. To detect
attacks, a small fraction of the pulses splits to a monitor-
ing line by a fiber beam splitter. In the monitoring line,
Bob checks for phase coherence between any two succes-
sive laser pulses by using an imbalanced interferometer
and one single photon detector. [16, 39–46].

In our high-dimensional protocol, Alice encodes the
qudits of the raw key by sequences of d time bins. In
each sequence, only a single time bin is populated. She
groups n sequences to a block and applies a random per-
mutation on the entire block, creating a series of ran-
domly occupied time bins (the permuted key in Fig. 2).
Next, Alice transmits to Bob a series of pulses that oc-
cupy the time-bins according to the permuted key). The
permutation can then be announced by a public channel
so that Bob can recover the raw key by applying the in-
verse permutation on the time bins measured at the data
line.

In two-dimensional COW protocols, the security stems
from testing the coherence between successive pulses in
Bob’s monitoring line. In principle, in high-dimensional
COW protocols, testing the phase coherence only be-
tween successive pulses is insufficient, because standard
security proofs for high-dimensional QKD protocols re-
quire testing the phase coherence of multiple time-bins.
Nevertheless, thanks to the permutation that Alice ap-
plies, any two pulses in the raw key have a finite prob-
ability of being mapped to two successive pulses in the
permuted key. Eve, therefore, must preserve the relative
phase between any two successive pulses. As we show
below, this is sufficient for quantifying the amount of
information Eve can extract and setting bounds on the
secure key rate.

Formally, let q0, ..., qn−1 ∈ {1...d} be the raw key Alice
wants to transmit. Alice chooses a random permutation
σ of {1...d · n} and over the next d · n time bins sends
a coherent state |α⟩ at time bin t if t = σ(d · i + qi),
where i in {0...n− 1} is the signal index, and a vacuum
state |0⟩ otherwise (see Fig. 2). After Bob measures the
pulse sequence, Alice transmits the permutation σ over
the classical channel. When Bob detects a click at time
t, he calculates σ−1(t) = i · d+ j for i ∈ {0...n− 1} and
j ∈ {1...d}. Bob then announces over the public channel
the signal index i at which he detected a photon to gen-
erate a sifted key with Alice. The number of bits in the
sifted key, per detector dead time, is thus log2(d). High-
dimensional encoding, therefore, has a clear advantage in

the detector-saturated regime. Nevertheless, the amount
of information that is revealed to an eavesdropper may
also increase with the dimension d. The security proof of
the protocol thus relies on finding the optimal dimension
that maximizes the final secure key rate.

Raw d=2

Dataline

Monitor

Dead tim
e

1992 32 24 16 8 0

Time (ns)

//

Raw d=8

Permuted

Dataline

Monitor

1234250

Figure 2: Example of the protocol scheme imple-
mented with time-bin encoding. In 2-dimensional
encoding (d = 8), Alice transmits n = 1000 two-
dimensional time-bin encoded signals within a time win-
dow of 2000 ns, which corresponds to the detector’s dead
time. At the data line, Bob measures one photon per
dead time, yielding 1 bit of mutual information. Addi-
tionally, at the monitoring line, Bob measures one pho-
ton per dead time, corresponding to a coherence test of
one pair of pulses. In 8-dimensional encoding (d = 8),
Alice transmits n = 250 signals per dead time to Bob,
after permuting the time-bins order. Alice may apply the
permutation in the software before the generation of the
optical pulses. In the data line, Bob measures one pho-
ton per dead time yielding 3 bits of mutual information
after Alice reveals the permutation. Irrespective of the
encoding dimension, Bob employs the same monitoring
line to detect potential attacks.

3 Security Analysis

Our high-dimensional security analysis is based on the
analytical framework developed for the standard two-
dimensional COW protocol. An upper bound on the
secure key rate of two-dimensional COW protocols was
derived by analyzing individual attacks [35]. It was found
that the upper bound scales linearly with the transmit-
tance of the channel. Later, lower bounds on the secure
key rate against general attacks have been derived, show-
ing quadratic scaling [36]. However, so far, all COW-
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QKD systems [16, 39–46], still employ the original secu-
rity proof [35] since it is the most realistic attack with
current technologies. More recently, zero-error attacks,
an eavesdrop without breaking the coherence between
adjacent non-vacuum pulses, have also been studied for
the COW protocol [47–49]. These attacks require an ex-
tremely low number of detected photons and are thus
irrelevant to the detector-saturated regime that we con-
sider in this work.

3.1 Secure key rate upper bound

To calculate the upper bound of the secure key rate for
individual attacks, we focus on Eve’s action on a single
time bin. It can be defined by a linear transformation
describing the action on non-occupied (vacuum) and oc-
cupied (coherent state) time bins |0⟩A, |

√
µ⟩A:

|0⟩A|ε⟩E → |0⟩B |v0⟩E +
√
Qµt|1⟩B |p0⟩E (1)

|√µ⟩A|ε⟩E → |0⟩B |vµ⟩E +
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt|1⟩B |pµ⟩E ,
(2)

where |vj⟩E (j ∈ {0, µ}) are the states that Eve at-
taches to the vacuum part of the signal, while |pµ⟩E is the
state that Eve attaches to the photon part of the signal.
We assume µt ≪ 1 so that we can neglect multiphoton
terms. Here we assume Eve’s states can be arbitrary,
conditioned to some constraints described below. The
probability amplitude of each of the terms guarantees
that Eve’s attack does not increase the quantum bit er-
ror rate Q (QBER) of the channel, i.e. the probability
that Bob receives a wrong bit value.

Coherence between occupied time bins is monitored
by analyzing the detection events in the monitoring line.
The phase delay between the two arms in the monitoring
line is chosen such that two successive non-empty pulses
sent by Alice will interfere destructively in one output
port and constructively in the other port. We quantify
the degree of coherence by the visibility:

V =
P (Dc) − P (Dd)

P (Dc) + P (Dd)
, (3)

where P (Dc) and P (Dd) are the probabilities to measure
a photon at the constructive and destructive ports, re-
spectively. Since Eve’s attack should conserve visibility,
we can derive a constraint on Eve’s action on two succes-
sive pulses sent by Alice |√µ⟩|√µ⟩. Assuming µt ≪ 1,
Eve’s action is given by:

|√µ,√µ⟩A|ε, ε⟩E → |0, 0⟩B |vµ, vµ⟩E
+
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt[|1, 0⟩B |pµ, vµ⟩E
+|0, 1⟩B |vµ, pµ⟩E ],

(4)

The visibility constraint then yields (see Supplemen-
tary Information 7.1):

V = |E⟨pµ|vµ⟩E |2. (5)

The last constraint on Eve’s transformation is that it
must be unitary. Thus in the µt ≪ 1 limit we get from
Eq. 1 and 2:

E⟨v0|vµ⟩E = e−µ/2 (6)

Our security analysis is therefore based on three con-
straints imposed on Eve’s action: i) It must retain the
QBER (eq. 1), ii) it must conserve the visibility (eq. 5),
and iii) it must be unitary (eq. 6).

To compute the amount of information that can be
extracted by Eve, as quantified by the Holevo informa-
tion [50], we first need to analyze her action on a qudit
with occupation µ(i) in the ith time bin. Neglecting all
multi-photon terms, Eve’s action can be presented by:

|0, ..., 0,√µ(i)
, 0, ..., 0⟩A|ε, ..., ε⟩E →

|0, ..., 0⟩B ⊗ |Vi⟩

+
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt|0, ..., 0, 1(i), 0..., 0⟩B ⊗ |Ci⟩

+
∑

k=1...d,k ̸=i

√
Qµt|0, ..., 0, 1(k), 0..., 0⟩B |Wi,k⟩,

(7)

where |Vi⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, v(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is Eve’s state
representing the case where she sends a vacuum state

at time bin i, |Ci⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, p(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is
Eve’s state representing the case where she sends to
Bob a photon at the right time bin i, and |Wi,k⟩ =

|v0, ..., v0, p(k)0 , v0, ..., v0, v
(i)
µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is Eve’s state

representing the case where she sends to Bob a photon
at the wrong time bin k.

Next, we compute the density matrices of Eve’s sub-
system, conditioned by the event where Alice sends a
pulse at time bin i and Bob detects a photon at some
arbitrary time bin:

ρA=i
E = (1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci|

+
∑

k=1...d,k ̸=i

Q|Wi,k⟩⟨Wi,k| (8)

Similarly, the density matrix of Eve’s subsystem is con-
ditioned by the event where Bob detects a pulse at time
bin i and Alice sent the pulse at an arbitrary time bin:

ρB=i
E = (1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci|

+
∑

k=1...d,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i| (9)

Knowing these density matrices, we can apply the De-
vetak–Winter bound for the secure key rate by calculat-
ing the Holevo information [34]. The Holevo information
on Alice-Eve channel χAE and on Bob-Eve channel χBE ,
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are defined by:

χAE = S

(
d∑

i=1

1

d
ρA=i
E

)
−

d∑
i=1

1

d
S
(
ρA=i
E

)
χBE = S

(
d∑

i=1

1

d
ρB=i
E

)
−

d∑
i=1

1

d
S
(
ρB=i
E

) (10)

where S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log2 ρ) is the von Neumann en-
tropy of ρ. The maximal information Eve can extract
is bounded by the maximum of these two quantities. Di-
rect computation of eq. 10 shows that χBE > χAE (see
Supplementary Information 7.1), hence from this point
on, we will focus on analyzing χBE .

Eve has no constraints over |p0⟩ as it does not af-
fect the three constraints imposed by eqs.(1),(2),(5) and
(6). Thus, in order to maximize her information she
can choose |p0⟩ that is orthogonal to all other vectors
|v0⟩, |vµ⟩, |pµ⟩. Conveniently, we can then separate the
trace of the above matrices to a trace of density matrices
that contain only one |p0⟩ in time bin i for i = 1..d, and
a trace of matrices that do not contain |p0⟩, yielding (see
Supplementary Information 7.1):

χBE =

d∑
k=1

[
S

(
d−1∑
i=1

Q

d
|W ′

i ⟩⟨W ′
i |

)
−1

d
S

(
d−1∑
i=1

Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |

)]

+S

(
d−1∑
i=1

1 − (d− 1)Q

d
|Ci⟩⟨Ci|

)

−1

d

d∑
i=1

S ((1 − (d− 1)Q) |Ci⟩⟨Ci|)

(11)

where we define |W ′
i ⟩ =

d−1 terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
|v0, ..., v0, v(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩, such

that |W ′
i ⟩⊗ |p0⟩ = |Wi,d⟩ and |Wi,j⟩ are equivalent up to

reordering the order of the time bins.
After we diagonalized the density matrices and com-

puted traces, we obtained the following expression for
the Holevo information (See Supplementary Information
7.1):

χBE = Q(d− 1) log2(d)

+S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d

(
(d− 1)|⟨v0|pµ⟩|2 + 1

))
+(d− 1)S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d

(
1 − |⟨v0|pµ⟩|2

))
−S (1 − (d− 1)Q)

(12)

To maximize eq. χBE , we can minimize ⟨v0|pµ⟩ under
the constraints imposed by eq. 5 and eq. 6. Using a
parametric representation of |v0⟩, |pu⟩ and |vu⟩ in 3-D

space, we find that the maximal information Eve can
extract max{χBE} is obtained for:

⟨v0|pµ⟩ = e−µ/2
√
V −

√
1 − e−µ

√
1 − V . (13)

An upper bound on the secure key fraction can now
be computed, using the bound [35].

IAB = log2(d) + (d− 1)Q log2(Q)+

(1 − (d− 1)Q) log2 (1 − (d− 1)Q)

−max{χBE}.
(14)

We compare the secure key rates and analyze the re-
silience to noise in the supplementary material 7.1.3.
We find that while increasing the dimensional encoding
might increase the secure key rate for low error rates, the
resilience to noise does not improve with dimensional en-
coding, see Figure 6.

3.2 Secure key rate lower bound

To analyze the security of the protocol against gen-
eral collective attacks in the asymptotic limit, we ex-
tend the method proposed by Moroder et al [36] for
high-dimensional encoding, which employs a numerical
method to provide optimized key rates [51–53].

For completeness, in this chapter we present the secu-
rity analysis derived in [36], with the necessary adap-
tation for high dimensional encoding. The adapta-
tion includes the use of the secure rate formula gen-
eralized for high dimensions, as well as the general-
ized high-dimensional positive operator value measure-
ments (POVM) and the sifting maps acting on high-
dimensional states. In addition, the conversion from in-
finite dimensional space representing coherent states to
a finite dimension that can be numerically simulated is
also been generalized to high dimensional encoding in
this work. Lastly, we have taken into account the dead
time of the detectors, resulting in the detectors entering
a saturation regime. The complete open-source Matlab
package used in this work is available online [37].

General attacks often do not have an advantage over
collective attacks when the de Finetti theorem applies
[54]. The theorem holds when the quantum state shared
by Alice and Bob is composed of blocks and the state
itself is invariant under permutations of the blocks’ order.

The problem with the coherent one-way protocol is
that it induces a fixed ordering of the signals by coher-
ent measurements between successive time bins. There-
fore, the state is not invariant under the permutation of
the signals. This issue can be solved by grouping time
bins into blocks of size d, separated by an empty time
bin. When permuting these blocks, the coherence within
the blocks is preserved. Therefore, the security against
collective attacks for a block implies security against co-
herent attacks in the original settings. We emphasize
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that although adding an empty time bin decreases the
transmission rate of information in the channel, in the
regime of a large dead time this effect is negligible.

3.2.1 Secure key rate formula

Let ρABE represent the density matrix of the state shared
by all parties after transmitting a block signal from Alice
to Bob. Alice and Bob generate a sifted key based on
a public announcement denoted by v. This generation
process can be presented using maps ΛA

v ⊗ΛB
v . The three

parties share the state σĀB̄E which is determined by ΛA
v ⊗

ΛB
v (ρABE) = p(v)σĀB̄E , where announcement v occurs

with a probability of p(v), and Ā and B̄ represent the
output spaces, which serve as logical qudits.

The one-way classical post-processing key rate for-
mula, described in [55], can be used to extract a lower
bound on the secure key rate for every announcement v.
This lower bound is given by log2(d) − hd(ev) − hd(δv),
where hd(x) = −x log x

d−1 − (1−x) log(1 − x) represents
the d-dimensional entropy. Here, ev represents the bit er-
ror rate between, and δv represents the phase error that
would be obtained if both Bob and Alice measured in a
mutually unbiased basis. The estimation of δv is essen-
tial for establishing an upper bound on Eve’s knowledge
of the sifted key. In practice, it is often more convenient
to consider the averaged value of conclusive announce-
ments v ∈ Vc and the total probability of a conclusive
measurement G =

∑
v∈Vc

p(v) ≤ 1. The secure key rate
lower bound per block is obtained:

Rm ≥ inf
ρABE

∑
v∈Vc

p(v)[log2(d) − hd(ev) − hd(δv)]

≥ inf
ρABE

G[log2(d) − hd(ēc) − hd(δ̄)]

≥ G[log2(d) − hd(ēc) − hd(δ̄max)]

(15)

In order to bound the value of Rm from below, we
utilized the concavity property of hd and expressed it in
terms of the averaged error rates ēc =

∑
v∈Vc

p(v)ev/G

and δ̄ =
∑

v∈Vc
p(v)δv/G. It is important to note that

ēc and G are observable quantities, whereas δ̄ is not di-
rectly measured in our protocol. Therefore, we estimate
δ̄max, which represents the largest phase error that sat-
isfies all other constraints. To maximize the function hd
within the range [0, 1 − 1/d], we can search for the max-
imum value of δ̄max, as hd is a monotonically increasing
function in this range.

3.2.2 Phase error estimation

A significant difficulty in calculating Eq. 15 lies in
establishing an upper limit for the average phase er-
ror, denoted as δ̄. This parameter can be expressed
as the expectation value on the original bipartite state
ρAB = trE(ρABE), utilizing the maps ΛA

v ⊗ ΛB
v :

δ̄ =
∑
v∈Vc

p(v)tr(σĀB̄,vFδv ) =
∑
v∈Vc

tr[ΛA,v ⊗ ΛB,v(ρAB)Fδv ]

= tr[ρAB

∑
v∈Vc

ΛA†
v ⊗ ΛB†

v (Fδv )] = tr(ρABFδ̄)

(16)
The operators Fδv represent the corresponding phase er-
ror operators, see supplemetary informatiom 7.3.4

When Alice and Bob possess partial knowledge about
the state ρAB , it can be represented as known expec-
tation values ki = tr(ρABKi) for specific operators Ki,
which are constructed using local projection measure-
ments at the sites of Alice and Bob. In the supple-
mentary information, we define the set Ki, (see 7.3.1).
To calculate the outcome probabilities ki, we evaluate
tr(ρ̃ABKi) = ki, where ρ̃AB represents the bipartite state
of Alice and Bob without an eavesdropper, but account-
ing for the losses and errors resulting from channel im-
perfections (see 7.3.5).

To find the maximum phase error δ̄max under the con-
straints, we define the semidefinite program:

δ̄max = max tr(ρABFδ̄)

s.t. ρAB ≥ 0, tr(ρABKi) = ki ∀i.
(17)

The convex optimization problem can be efficiently
solved using standard numerical tools, enabling us to
obtain the precise optimal value of δ̄max. It is worth
noting that optimizing the linear objective δ̄ rather than∑

v∈Vc
p(v)[hd(δv)] enables the formulation of a linear

optimization problem. However, this approach does not
provide a tighter lower bound. Specifically, the lower
bound obtained through the linear problem will be less
tight for higher dimensions.

3.2.3 Numerical optimization

First, we study the lower bound of the secure bits per
block, obtained by equation 15. For a given total system
loss, that includes channel losses and Bob’s finite detec-
tion efficiency, we search for the optimal signal occupa-
tion µ that maximizes the lower bound. As expected, we
find that our high-dimensional encoding decreases the se-
cure key per block, which exhibits a quadratic decrease
with the loss for any dimensional encoding size, see sup-
plementary information 7.3.7. The secure bits per sec-
ond, however, increase with the dimensionality up to an
optimal dimension (see supplementary information sec-
tion 7.2). For example, with parameters corresponding
to a typical system: dark count rate of 5 · 10−8, bit error
rate of 0.5%, visibility of 99.5%, dead time of 10us, and a
pulse duration of 2ns, the optimal secure key per second
is achieved for d = 3 in the range of loss up to 8.5dB
(Figure 3).

To estimate the tightness of the lower bound found by
the numerical optimization, we compare it to the upper
bound, which is computed by multiplying the number
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Figure 3: Bound of the secure key rate for dif-
ferent dimensions. The lower bound (solid lines) and
the upper bound (dashed lines) on the secure key rate
on a logarithmic scale are presented versus the total sys-
tem loss in dB. Different colors represent different di-
mensional encoding sizes. A finite secure key rate lower
bound is achieved for dimension 2, 3, 4, indicating that
the protocol is secure for these dimensions. The optimal
lower bound secure key rate is achieved for d = 3 in the
range of up to 8 dB loss. The upper bound is of the same
order of magnitude as the lower bound, indicating that it
represents an effective attack. Here Bob’s detector dark
count rate is 5 · 10−8, bit error rate of 0.5%, visibility of
99.5%, dead time of 10us, and a pulse duration of 2ns.

of secure bits per photon calculated using Eq. 14 by
the number of photons per second. The obtained curves
depicted in figure 3 show that both bounds are of the
same order of magnitude.

4 Experimental Implementation

The important feature of our high-dimensional proto-
col is that it can be implemented in a standard two-
dimensional COW system, illustrated in Fig. 4, with-
out any hardware changes. The system consists of a
transmitter (Alice) and a receiver (Bob). The trans-
mitter sends a train of weak coherent pulses that are
prepared from a continuous wave (CW) laser emitting at
λ = 1550nm, by an intensity modulator (IM) running at
500MHz. Before leaving the transmitter, the pulses are
attenuated to reach a single photon level using a variable
optical attenuator (VOA). To generate 200ps long pulses
with random occupations of τ = 2ns long time-bins we

use a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Synchro-
nization is achieved over the 40 km fiber channel using
the White Rabbit protocol [56]. To interfere with suc-
cessive pulses at the receiver’s end, an unbalanced fiber-
interferometer is installed, where we use Faraday mirrors
to compensate for random polarization drifts in the fiber
(Figure 4). We use single-photon avalanche detectors
(SPADs) with 20% detection efficiency and 400ps timing
resolution. The detectors’ dead time is 4µs, limiting the
maximal raw key rate to 250kHz.

We analyze the protocol’s performance for different di-
mensions and compare the experimental results obtained
with our QKD system with the predictions of a cleaner
theoretical model. The model assumes the error rate
per time bin and the visibility are independent of the
dimensionality. We present the secure bits per second,
obtained by multiplying the raw bits per photon by the
number of detected photons per second (see supplemen-
tary information 7.4.1). It is evident that an optimal
secure bit rate is achieved for d = 8, resulting in more
than a two-fold increase in the secure bit rate for both
the experimental data and the theoretical model.

While the experimental results and theoretical model
exhibit similar trends, the model fails to capture the ex-
act secure bit rate, due to the oversimplification of the
model that assumes linear scaling of the QBER with the
dimension size. For a description of the noise sources and
the Qber and visibility measurement as a function of the
dimension, see supplementary information 7.4.

5 Discussion

By employing a novel scheme for arbitrary-dimensional
QKD that leverages standard commercial hardware, we
managed to enhance the secure key rate, showcasing the
effectiveness of our method. The potential applicability
and implications of our research, however, go well beyond
our system.

First, our technique has the potential to be integrated
with other time-bin QKD systems. While we showed en-
hancement in the secure key rate for the most popular
and cost-effective commercial design based on standard
single photon avalanche photodiode, a similar analysis
shows an improvement also for high-end QKD systems
based on superconducting nanowire detectors. For ex-
ample, considering detector deadtime of 10ns and mod-
ulation rates as high as 10Gbps, the secure bit rate at
dimension d = 8 may increase by a factor of 2 compared
with standard two-dimensional COW encoding. In gen-
eral, for time-bins systems, our approach for encoding
high-dimensional information enables higher key rates in
the detector’s saturation regime. This regime is obtained
in typical systems up to 100km fiber links [32].

Moreover, our high-dimensional QKD method is not
limited to time-bin encoding and is directly applicable
to other QKD qudit encoding schemes, such as in the
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for comparing
arbitrary-dimensional QKD schemes. Alice’s trans-
mitter (left) consists of a continuous wave (CW) laser at
λ = 1550nm that is modulated using an electro-optic in-
tensity modulator (IM) running at 500MHz. The pulses
are passed through a variable optical attenuator (VOA)
that regulates the mean photon number per pulse. The
weak coherent pulses are delivered to Bob’s end through
a 40km long single-mode fiber (SMF-28). Bob’s receiver
(right) consists of an asymmetric beamsplitter, which
provides a passive choice of the measurement basis; 90%
of the photons travel directly to the data detector, and
10% pass through an unbalanced interferometer and are
detected by the monitor detector. We lock the laser’s
wavelength to the interferometer so that the monitor de-
tector always measures the dark port of the interferom-
eter. The interference visibility is estimated by register-
ing the detection events due to the interfering and non-
interfering events. In addition to the 40km long quantum
channel that delivers the weak coherent pulses, we use a
separate 40km SMF-28 fiber for all classical communica-
tion between Alice and Bob and to distribute an optical
clock signal between them based on the White Rabbit
protocol [56]. State preparation and sifting are run by
two field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) at Alice’s
and Bob’s ends.

spatial and spectral degrees of freedom. For example,
QKD with states encoded with spatial modes such as
non-overlapping Gaussian beams, orbital angular mo-
mentum, or waveguide modes requires a multiport inter-
ferometer. Our approach may offer new opportunities for
implementing high-dimensional QKD with spatial encod-
ing relying on a single Michelson interferometer [57–63].
Similarly, applying our protocol in the spectral domain
using frequency bins and a single acoustic optic modu-
lator to interfere only with adjacent spectral modes can
pave the way for high-dimensional QKD with frequency-
bins [64, 65]. This suggests that our method could
serve as a more generalized solution for high-dimensional
QKD, applicable across diverse platforms and systems.

Lastly, it is worth noting the potential of our approach
to apply to systems working with entangled photon pairs,
in addition to weak coherent states. The adaptability of
our method could further secure communication in sys-
tems exploiting entangled states with different encoding
degrees of freedom including time-energy [66–69], angle-
angular momentum [59, 70–72], and position-momentum
[73–76].
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Figure 5: Secure key rates for different dimen-
sions. Secure bits per second is achieved by multiplying
the raw bits per photon by measured photons per second.
The secure bits per second is obtained by measuring the
bit error rate, visibility, and loss, and applying the se-
cure key rate upper bound found in Eq. 14. Solid lines
represent the result obtained in our experimental sys-
tem and dashed lines represent our model system. The
model assumes the error rate per time bin and the visibil-
ity are independent of the dimensionality. The optimum
is achieved at d = 8, where the number of secure bits per
second increases by 2.04 for our system, and by 1.89 for
the model.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we presented a new arbitrary high-
dimensional QKD protocol, supported by a security
proof, which has the advantage of requiring only stan-
dard two-dimensional QKD hardware.

We present security proofs against two classes of at-
tacks; individual attacks and coherent attacks. We ex-
perimentally tested the protocol with a standard two-
dimensional encoding system, and its performance was
tested for several dimension sizes. We demonstrated
more than a two-fold enhancement of the secure key rate
in the saturation regime of APD detectors. Our demon-
stration proves that high-dimensional quantum systems
allow a significant improvement in the key generation
rate as compared with the two-dimensional-encoding
case. At the same time, no additional hardware is re-
quired to fully implement the protocol in standard two-
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dimensional systems.
Our research on high-dimensional coherent one-way

quantum key distribution by interfering just neighboring
modes represents a significant step toward the practical
implementation of high-dimensional QKD. Our scheme,
leveraging commercially available hardware, not only en-
hances secure key rates but also provides a potential
platform for a broader application across various QKD
schemes and systems. Our method’s potential applica-
tions extend across other time-bin designs, different en-
coding of QKD qudits, and entangled photon pairs sys-
tems. Therefore, our method can act as a robust, versa-
tile, and efficient enhancement to QKD.
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7 Supplementary Information

7.1 Detailed security analysis

In this part, we will revisit the analysis done for Eve’s extractable information in more detail.

7.1.1 Eve’s action and constraints

As a reminder, we can look at Eve’s action as a linear transformation [35]

|0⟩A|ε⟩E → |0⟩B |v0⟩E +
√
Qµt|1⟩B |p0⟩E (18)

|√µ⟩A|ε⟩E → |0⟩B |vµ⟩E +
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt|1⟩B |pµ⟩E (19)

Where Q is the quantum bit error rate (QBER) i.e. the probability that Bob accepts the wrong bit value. µ and t
are the pulse occupation and the link transmission. These amplitudes of the states are chosen such that Eve does
not change the QBER of the data line.

The loss of coherence is monitored by analyzing the detection events in the monitoring line. The phase between
the two arms of the interferometer in the monitoring line is chosen such that two successive non-empty pulses sent
by Alice will interfere destructively in one output port and constructively in the other port. We label the probability
of detecting a photon at the constructive port by P (Dc) and the probability of detecting a photon at the destructive
port by P (Dd). The loss of coherence by Eve’s attack is measured by the visibility:

V =
P (Dc) − P (Dd)

P (Dc) + P (Dd)
(20)

Assuming µt≪ 1 we can neglect two-photon terms. Eve’s action on a successive pair of occupied pulses |√µ⟩|√µ⟩
is then given by:

|√µ,√µ⟩A|ε, ε⟩E → |0, 0⟩B |vµ, vµ⟩E +
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt[|1, 0⟩B |pµ, vµ⟩E + |0, 1⟩B |vµ, pµ⟩E ] (21)

The action of the interferometer at Bob’s end yields:

|1, 0⟩B |pµ, vµ⟩E + |0, 1⟩B |vµ, pµ⟩E → |Dc⟩B(|pµ, vµ⟩E + |vµ, pµ⟩E) + |Dd⟩B(|pµ, vµ⟩E − |vµ, pµ⟩E) (22)

where we define the constructive and destructive output modes of the interferometer by |Dc/d⟩B = 1√
2
(|1, 0⟩B ±

|0, 1⟩B). The probability that the photon is detected at the constructive/destructive detector is thus given by
P (Dc/d) ∝ |(|pµ, vµ⟩E ± |vµ, pµ⟩E)|2. The visibility constraint on Eve’s action is therefore given by:

V = |⟨pµ|vµ⟩|2 (23)

The third constraint on Eve’s transformation is that it must be unitary. In the µt≪ 1 limit we get

⟨v0|vµ⟩ = e−µ/2 (24)

To compute the amount of information that can be extracted by Eve, quantified by the Holevo information, we
first need to analyze her action on a qudit with occupation µ(i) in the ith time bin. Neglecting all multiple photon
terms, Eve’s action can be presented by:

|0, ..., 0,√µ(i)
, 0, ..., 0⟩A|ε, ..., ε⟩E →

|0, ..., 0⟩B ⊗ |Vi⟩ +
√

(1 − (d− 1)Q)µt|0, ..., 0, 1(i), 0..., 0⟩B ⊗ |Ci⟩ +
∑

k=1...d,k ̸=i

√
Qµt|0, ..., 0, 1(k), 0..., 0⟩B |Wi,k⟩,

(25)

where |Vi⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, v(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is Eve’s state representing the case where she sends a vacuum state at time

bin i, |Ci⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, p(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is Eve’s state representing the case where she sends to Bob a photon at the

right time bin i, and |Wi,k⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, p(k)0 , v0, ..., v0, v
(i)
µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E is Eve’s state representing the case where she

sends to Bob a photon at the wrong time bin k.
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The density matrix representing Eve’s subsystem, conditioned on the event where Alice transmits a pulse at time
bin i and Bob detects a photon at any arbitrary time bin, can be expressed as follows:

ρA=i
E = (1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

∑
k=1...d,k ̸=i

Q|Wi,k⟩⟨Wi,k| (26)

The density matrix of Eve’s subsystem is conditioned by the event where Bob detects a pulse at time bin i and
Alice sends the pulse at an arbitrary time bin:

ρB=i
E = (1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

∑
k=1...d,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i| (27)

7.1.2 Eve’s Holevo information

Eve’s information is bounded by the Holevo bound on the Alice-Eve channel (χAE) and on the Bob-Eve channel
(χBE). The maximum amount of information Eve can extract is given by max{χBE , χAE}. We start by analyzing
χBE , and we will then show that χBE > χAE .

As explained in the main text, Eve can choose the |p0⟩E state to be orthogonal to all other states. We now use
this to simplify Eve’s Holevo information. We start by choosing an orthonormal set of states G′ that span the
space that describes Eve’s system for a single time bin, where |p0⟩E ∈ G′ is one of the states in the set. The basis
for Eve’s system that spans a d-dimension qudit is simply the tensor product of this basis, i.e. |v1, ..., vd⟩E ∈ G =

|v1⟩E ⊗ ...⊗ |vd⟩E ∈
∏d

i=1G
′.

We can now split the space G to d+2 groups: Gi, i = 1...d will consist of states with |p0⟩E in the ith time bin,
and other vectors from G′ in rest of the time bins. Gd+1 will consist states without |p0⟩E at any time bin, and Gd+2

will consist states |p0⟩E in more than one time bin. We further define Pl =
∑

|v⟩∈Gl
|v⟩⟨v| and since

∑
Pl = I, we

can express χBE by:

χBE = S

(
d∑

i=1

1

d
ρB=i
E

)
−

d∑
i=1

1

d
S
(
ρB=i
E

)
= S

d+2∑
j=1

Pj

∑
i=1...d

1

d
ρB=i
E

−
∑

i=1...d

1

d
S

d+2∑
j=1

Pjρ
B=i
E


= S

d+2∑
j=1

Pj

d∑
i=1

1

d

(1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

d∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|


−

d∑
i=1

1

d
S

d+2∑
j=1

Pj

(1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

d∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|



(28)

We can simplify this expression using the fact that the von-Neumann entropy of a block-diagonal matrix equals
the sum of the entropies of the blocks along the diagonal. We claim that the matrices that appear in eq.(29) are
all block-diagonal, by the construction of the sets Gi. To show this, it is enough to prove that E⟨v|ρA=k

E |u⟩E = 0
for every k and every |v⟩E ∈ Gi, |u⟩E ∈ Gj , j ̸= i. Since each density matrix is by itself a sum of density matrices
of pure states, we are left with proving that E⟨v|φ⟩⟨φ|u⟩E = 0 for every state |φ⟩E describing Eve’s system after a

qudit was sent by Alice and received by Bob, represented by |Ci⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, p(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E , i ∈ 1...d or |Wi,k⟩ =

|v0, ..., v0, p(k)0 , v0, ..., v0, v
(i)
µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E , i ̸= k ∈ 1...d. It is easy to verify by inspection that E⟨v|Ci⟩⟨Ci|u⟩E = 0

if |v⟩E or |u⟩E are not both in Gd+1. It can also be verified that E⟨v|Wi,k⟩⟨Wi,k|u⟩E = 0 if |v⟩E or |u⟩E are not
both in Gk. In other words, if |u⟩E and |v⟩E are contained in different sets, then E⟨v|Wi,k⟩⟨Wi,k|u⟩E = 0. We can
therefore move the sum over j in eq.(29) outside the entropy S:

χBE =

d+2∑
j=1

S

Pj

d∑
i=1

1

d

(1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

d∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|


−

d∑
i=1

1

d

d+2∑
j=1

S

Pj

(1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci| +

d∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|

 (29)
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Since Pl|Cj⟩ = 0 if l ̸= d + 1 and Pl|Wi,k⟩ = 0 if l ̸= k, out of all the terms in the sum over j in eq.(29) we are
left with the terms Pd+1|Ci⟩ = |Ci⟩ and Pk|Wk,i⟩ = |Wk,i⟩, which greatly simplifies the expression for the Holevo
bound:

χBE = S

(
d∑

i=1

(1 − (d− 1)Q)

d
|Ci⟩⟨Ci|)

)
+

d∑
k=1

1

d
S

 d∑
i=1,i̸=k

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|


−

d∑
i=1

1

d
S ((1 − (d− 1)Q)|Ci⟩⟨Ci|) −

d∑
i=1

1

d
S

 d∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Q|Wk,i⟩⟨Wk,i|

 (30)

We define d− 1 vectors |W ′
i ⟩ = |v0, ..., v0, v(i)µ , v0, ..., v0⟩E , i ∈ 1...d− 1 such that |W ′

i ⟩ ⊗ |p0⟩ = |Wi,d⟩ and |Wi,j⟩
are equivalent up to reordering the order of the time bins. Since the entropy is additive for independent systems,
rearranging the order of the terms in eq.(30), we get:

χBE =

d∑
k=1

[
S

(
d−1∑
i=1

Q

d
|W ′

i ⟩⟨W ′
i |

)
−1

d
S

(
d−1∑
i=1

Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |

)]

+S

(
d∑

i=1

1 − (d− 1)Q

d
|Ci⟩⟨Ci|

)
− 1

d

d∑
i=1

S ((1 − (d− 1)Q) |Ci⟩⟨Ci|)

(31)

Repeating the above steps from the Holevo bound on the channel between Alice and Eve yields:

χAE =

d∑
k=1

[
S

(
d−1∑
i=1

Q

d
|W ′

i ⟩⟨W ′
i |

)
−1

d

d−1∑
i=1

S (Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |)

]

+S

(
d−1∑
i=1

1 − (d− 1)Q

d
|Ci⟩⟨Ci|

)
− 1

d

d∑
i=1

S ((1 − (d− 1)Q) |Ci⟩⟨Ci|)

(32)

To show that the Holevo of the channel between Eve and Bob is higher than the Holveo of Eve and Alics, we

notice that χBE − χAE =
∑d−1

i=1 S (Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |) − S
(∑d−1

i=1 Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |
)

= (d − 1)S(Q) − S
(∑d−1

i=1 Q|W ′
i ⟩⟨W ′

i |
)

.

The dimension of the matrix in the second term is at most d− 1 and thus it cannot have more than d− 1 nonzero
eigenvalues. The maximal entropy of the second term is achieved when all of the eigenvalues are equal, and since
its trace is (d− 1)Q, we conclude that

∑d−1
i=1 Q|W ′

i ⟩⟨W ′
i | ≤ (d− 1)S(Q). This can also be seen intuitively, as Eve’s

information over Alice or Bob’s state is the same when the correct qudit was transferred, but when an error was
passed Eve knows for sure what Bob got but has only partial certainty over what Alice sent. This yields that the
Holevo-information will be maximal with Bob.

To calculate the entropy of the above matrices we need to find their eigenvalues. We notice that both |W ′
i ⟩

and |Ci⟩ have the same form, |u, ...u, v, u, ..., u⟩ for some dimension (d or d − 1). We now find in general the

eigenvalues of a matrix M =
∑

i=1...n

n terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
|u, ...u, v(i), u, ..., u⟩⟨u, ...u, v(i), u, ..., u|. We can view |v⟩ as |v⟩ = α|u⟩ +

β|u⊥⟩ s.t. ⟨u|u⊥⟩ = 0 and |u⊥⟩ is a unit vector, which gives us |⟨v|v⟩|2 = |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 and α = ⟨u|v⟩. Now we can
define the vectors |U⟩ = |u, ...u⟩ and |Vi⟩ = |u, ...u, u⊥(i), u, ..., u⟩ all orthogonal to each other, and get from linearity
M =

∑
i=1...n(α|U⟩+β|Vi⟩)(α∗⟨U |+β∗⟨Vi|) = n|α|2|U⟩⟨U |+

∑
i=1...n

(
αβ∗|U⟩⟨Vi| + α∗β|Vi⟩⟨U | + |β|2|Vi⟩⟨Vi|

)
. By

narrowing the matrix to the space spanned by |U⟩ and |Vi⟩, we get:

M =


n|α|2 αβ∗ αβ∗ · · · αβ∗

α∗β |β|2 0 · · · 0
α∗β 0 |β|2 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
α∗β 0 · · · 0 |β|2

 = |β|2I +


n|α|2 − |β|2 αβ∗ · · · αβ∗

α∗β 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

α∗β 0 · · · 0

 = |β|2I +M ′ (33)

To obtain the eigenvalues M we can find the roots of the characteristic polynomial of M ′ and add |β|2 to all of
them. |λI −M ′| = (λ − n|α|2 + |β|2)λn − n|α|2|β|2λn−1 = λn−1(λ + |β|2)(λ − n|α|2), so the eigenvalues of M ′

are n|α|2,−|β|2, and 0 with multiplicity n − 1. Therefore the eigenvalues of M are n|α|2 + |β|2, 0, and |β|2 with
multiplicity n− 1, where the zero eigenvalue does not affect the entropy.
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Substituting the above eigenvalues into the expression for Holevo bound on Bob-Eve channel eq.(31) information
yields:

χBE =

d∑
k=1

[(
(d− 2)S(

Q

d
(1 − |⟨v0|vµ⟩|2))

)
+ S(

Q

d
(1 + (d− 2)|⟨v0|vµ⟩|2))

−d− 2

d

(
S(Q(1 − |⟨v0|vµ⟩|2))

)
− 1

d
S(Q(1 + (d− 2)|⟨v0|vµ⟩|2))

]
+(d− 1)S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d
(1 − |⟨v0|pµ⟩|2)

)
+ S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d
(1 + (d− 1)|⟨v0|pµ⟩|2)

)
− 1

d

d∑
i=1

S ((1 − (d− 1)Q))

(34)

Imposing the unitary constraint for ⟨v0|vµ⟩ = e−µ/2, and noticing that the first line in eq.(34) can be simplified by
S( 1

dA) − 1
dS(A) =

∑
−λi

d log2(λi

d ) − 1
d

∑
−λi log2(λi) = S( 1

d )
∑
λi, yields the following expression for the Holevo

bound:

χBE = Q(d− 1) log2(d)

+S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d

(
(d− 1)|⟨v0|pµ⟩|2 + 1

))
+ (d− 1)S

(
1 − (d− 1)Q

d

(
1 − |⟨v0|pµ⟩|2

))
− S (1 − (d− 1)Q)

(35)

To maximize χBE it is enough to minimize ⟨v0|pµ⟩ under the constraints of eq.(23) and eq.(24). The optimization
can be done analytically using a parametric representation of |v0⟩, |pu⟩, |vu⟩ in 3-D space [35]. This yields:

⟨v0|pµ⟩ = e−µ/2
√
V −

√
1 − e−µ

√
1 − V (36)

Equations 35 and 36 provide the maximal entropy Eve can extract from the system as a function of the QBER
Q, the visibility V , the occupation µ and dimension size d.

7.1.3 Reselience to noise

To test the resilience of our protocol to noise, we calculate the secure key rate per photon versus the bit error rate
for different dimensional encoding sizes as presented in Fig. 6. For d = 2 we were able to extract a secure key rate
up to QBER of 15.4%, while for d = 16 the maximal QBER the protocol could tolerate was reduced to 2.7%. This
is caused by the linear scaling of the error rate with the dimension due to the leakage of the modulator and the
dark counts. Our protocol is, therefore not optimal for increasing communication distances. Fortunately, however,
our protocol is useful in many commercially relevant scenarios since in realistic systems the typical error rate is
lower than a few percent [77].

7.2 Detailed photon detection rate analysis

One of the caveats of our d-dimensional qudits is that it extends each qudit over d time bins. In practice, the
expectation time per received qudit is limited by the deadtime of the detector. To calculate the received bit rate
as a function of the deadtime of the detectors, we write the expectation value for the number of detection events in
time window ∆t as clicks(∆t) = r∆t, where r is the detection rate. Assuming detection events are uncorrelated,
we can express clicks(∆t) by clicks(t) = P (click)(1 + clicks(∆t − T − τ)) + (1 − P (click))clicks(∆t − τ), where
T is the detector deadtime, τ is the pulse duration and P (click) is the probability a qudit will be recorded by the
detector. For detector efficiency ξ, dimension d and occupation µ, P (click) = ξµ

d . We, therefore, get that

r∆t =
ξµ

d
(1 + r(∆t− T − τ)) + (1 − ξµ

d
)r(∆t− τ) (37)

from which we can extract the received detection rate r:

r =
ξµ
d

(T + τ) ξµ
d + τ(1 − ξµ

d )
=

1

T + τ d
ξµ

(38)
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Figure 6: Secure key rate per photon as a function of the bit error rate for dimensions d = 2, 4, 8,
16. The two-dimensional case is the most robust to noise. Increasing the dimension decreases the maximal QBER
which allows a positive secure key rate per photon.

The lower bound for the secure key rate generation per second is given by the secure rate per block (eq. 15),
which is the outcome of the optimization problem, divided by the average block measurement time

Tmeas = Tpdet + τ(d+ 1) (39)

where pdet is the probability that Bob detects a single photon in the block, and d + 1 time bins are required to
encode a qudit and separate the blocks from each other.

7.3 Coherent attacks

7.3.1 Measurement Description

The information known by Alice and Bob about the state ρAB can be represented by known expectation values of
two types of projection operators, which correspond to data line measurements and coherence measurements.

For a data line measurement, where a single photon is detected in temporal mode t = 1, 2, ..., d, the corresponding
measurement operator Mt is defined as:

Mt = ϵ(1 − ϵ)d−1|vac⟩⟨vac| + (1 − ϵ)d|t⟩⟨t| (40)

Here, ϵ represents Bob’s detector’s dark count probability, and |t⟩ denotes a single photon state at time-bin t.
In addition to data line measurements, Bob performs coherence measurements on successive pulses using the

monitoring line. We use the outcome label k = (c,±) to represent the coherence measurements, where c = 2, ..., d
denotes the time bin of the last of the two interfering pulses, and ± represents the bright or dark detector. The
corresponding measurement operators are given by:

Mc,± = ϵ(1 − ϵ)d−1 |vac⟩ ⟨vac| + (1 − ϵ)d
∣∣χ±

c

〉 〈
χ±
c

∣∣ (41)

Here, |χ±
c ⟩ = 1√

2
(|c⟩ ± |c− 1⟩) represents the superposition state formed by mode c and mode c− 1.

7.3.2 The shared state

The signal states and performed measurements in our protocol can be described by operators on an infinite-
dimensional Fock space for each time pulse in Bob’s state. However, in order to obtain a numerical lower bound
using Eq. 17, it is necessary to reformulate the problem in a finite-dimensional manner. For a single block of size
d, Alice’s state can be encoded in a 2d vector space, where a two-dimensional representation indicates whether an
occupied pulse was sent or not at each time bin t ∈ 1, . . . , d.

Bob’s state consists of 2 + d states: |vac⟩ represents no photons in the block, |t⟩ corresponds to a single photon
at time t and no photons elsewhere, and |aux⟩ denotes two or more photons in the block.
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In this protocol, Alice sends an occupied pulse at each time bin with a probability of 1/d, resulting in an average
of one occupied pulse per block. Therefore, the shared state, without an eavesdropper and before considering losses
and errors in the channel, is given by ρAB = |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|, where

|ψ⟩ =
∑

i1,...,id∈0,1

√(
1

d

)N (
d− 1

d

)d−N

|i1, . . . , id⟩A
∑
t̃

〈
t̃
∣∣∣√µi1 , . . . ,

√
µ
id
〉 ∣∣t̃〉

B
(42)

Here, N = i1 + . . .+ id represents the number of occupied pulses in the block, and t̃ ∈ {vac, 1, . . . , d, aux} denotes
Bob’s states corresponding to no detected photons, a single detected photon, and two or more detected photons in
a block.

7.3.3 Reduced density matrix

Since Eve’s interactions are restricted to Bob’s system, the reduced density matrix ρA = trBE(ρABE) remains fixed
and is determined by the source state. To incorporate this information, we can include the expectation values of
Tk ⊗ I, where Tk represents a complete tomographic operator set on Alice’s system.

In particular, since each pulse can be either occupied or vacuum, Alice’s state can be represented as a collection
of d two-dimensional systems. Any d-qubit state ρA can be expressed as:

ρA =
1

2d

3∑
i1,...,id=0

Si1,i2,...,id σ̂i1 ⊗ σ̂i2 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ̂id (43)

Here, σ̂i represents the Pauli matrices, and Si are the Stokes parameters for multiple qubits. These equations
provide us with 4d − 1 constraints that completely determine Alice’s state.

7.3.4 Sifting maps

The sifting process is obtained by announcements that are presented using maps Λ that operate on the quantum

state. Bob’s announcement of registering a single photon event is presented as a map ΛB(ρ) = FBρFB†
that maps

the state to the logical space B̄. FB is then given by:

FB =

d∑
t=1

|t⟩B̄B ⟨t| . (44)

Similarly, Alice’s announcement can be modeled as a map ΛA(ρ) = FA
v ρF

A†
with:

FA =

d∑
t=1

|t⟩ĀA ⟨0, 0, . . . , 1t, 0, . . . , 0| . (45)

To determine the phase error δ̄, both parties project the output signals onto the discrete d-dimensional Fourier
basis states |tx⟩Ā and |tx⟩B̄ . In the discrete Fourier basis, the outcomes should be anti-correlated, i.e., t̄x =
mod (d− tx, d). The average phase error δ̄ is given by:

δ̄ = tr[Fδ̄ρAB ] =
∑
v∈V

p(v)δv = G− tr[FxρAB ], (46)

where

Fx =

d∑
t=1

(FA† |t̄x⟩ ⟨t̄x|FA) ⊗ (FB† |tx⟩ ⟨tx|FB) (47)

7.3.5 Channel model

We describe the losses in the channel using a beam splitter with a transmittance ηchannel, which is connected to
an inaccessible environment space. In addition to the channel transmittance, the overall system transmittance is
determined by the product of the channel transmittance and the detector efficiency, given by ηsys = ηchannelηdet.

The probability that Bob detects a photon in the wrong time bin is characterized by an error probability et,
and assumed to be constant and independent of the dimension. This effect is modeled by a completely positive
trace-preserving map that incoherently flips each pair of successive pulses with a probability of et.

Last, we assume an error probability em that the outcome interference of two coherent pulses in the beamsplitter
exits through the wrong output port. This error leads to the reduction of visibility in the monitoring line.
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7.3.6 Numerical simulation

In our implementation of the semi-definite program we employ the packages YALMIP [78] and MOSEK [79].

7.3.7 Lower bound of the secure key per block

We investigate the secure bits per block obtained using equation 15. To optimize the lower bound, we vary the signal
occupation

√
µ of Alice’s source, typically on the order of 0.1. As expected, we observe that higher-dimensional

encoding sizes lead to a reduction in the secure key per block. Moreover, the secure bits per block exhibit a quadratic
decrease with the increasing loss for encoding sizes in any dimension. The secure bits per second are presented in
the main text.
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Figure 7: Lower bound of the secure key per block. The Lower bound on the secure key rate per block versus
the system loss in dB for the high dimensional COW with nearest neighbors interference protocol is calculated using
Eq. 15. Different colors represent different dimensional encoding sizes. All curves exhibit a quadratic decay with
the loss, where the optimum is achieved for d = 2.

7.4 Experimental details

7.4.1 Key rates for different dimensions

We first calculate the number of secure bits per photon as a function of the pulse occupation for different dimensions,
as presented in Fig. 8a. Solid lines present the number of secure bits per photon for our system, based on the
measured QBER and visibility for each dimensional encoding size and Eq. 14. The dashed lines present the
calculated secure bits per photon for the theoretical model, where we assumed visibility of 99% and a QBER of
0.4% per time bin. Here we also assumed the QBER scales linearly with the dimension size. The main source for
such linear scaling is the finite extinction ratio of the intensity modulator, typically on the order of 0.01. In the
limit of low occupation, the detector’s dark counts may become the dominant source for linear scaling of the QBER
with the dimension size.

As appears in Fig. 8a, higher dimensional encoding allows higher secure bits per photon. At the same time,
increasing the pulse occupation weakens the constraints on Eve and therefore increases the information she can
obtain, decreasing the number of secure bits per photon. In Fig. 8b we present the number of detected photons
per second versus the pulse occupation, for different dimensions. The solid lines present the measured number
of detected photons per second, and the dashed lines present the calculated detection rate (see supplementary
information 7.2): 1

T+τ D
ξµ

. The number of raw bits per photon increase linearly up to an occupation of around 0.05

where the detector starts to saturate.

7.4.2 Errors sources

In practice, one of the main noise sources in fast modulation transmitters is cross-talk between successive pulses, due
to electronic ringing. Since higher dimensions result in longer average times between successive pulses, the sensitivity
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Figure 8: Key rates for different dimensions. a) Number of secure bits per photon (solid) for our system
and for the model system (dashed). Increasing the pulse occupation weakens the constraints on Eve and therefore
increases the information she can obtain, yielding a lower number of secure bits per photon. Higher dimensional
encoding allows a higher number of secure bits per photon. b) Number of raw bits per photon in our system (solid)
and the calculated raw bits per second for the model system. c) Secure bits per second is multiplying the raw bits
per photon by photons per second. The optimum is achieved at d = 8, where the number of secure bits per second
increases by 2.04 for our system, and by 1.89 for the model.

to cross-talk between successive pulses decreases with the dimension size. In our system, we experimentally observed
that the QBER per encoding time bin decreases as the dimension is increased (Fig. 9), yielding higher secure bit
rates than the model’s prediction. Another source of noise is the detector’s dark counts which is in our case less
than 5000 and therefore does not play an important role in the saturated regime quantum key distribution.
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Figure 9: Bit error rate and visibility as a function of the protocol’s dimension. The QBER per
encoding time bin decreases with the dimension size, due to electronic ringing common in high-rate modulation
systems. The measured visibility is insensitive to the dimension size. Error bars are calculated assuming shot-noise
limited detection.
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